
Crewing for Beginners 
 
 

So what is crewing?   
 
Crewing is having the job of looking after the many and varied needs of horse and rider 
when they are competing.  Usually a crew is a family member or friend, but sometimes 
people pay experienced crew members for their help, especially at longer rides and race 
rides.   
 

What do I need to do? 
 
If you are just starting out in endurance, crewing is fairly easy.  The preparation starts at 
home and there are some basic items of kit that you will need: 
 

 A sturdy box containing 12 slosh bottles.  A slosh bottle is usually an empty 1.5 or 2 litre 
fabric conditioner bottle, filled with water.  Some people use plastic milk containers but 
the lids are a bit narrow so fabric conditioner bottles are probably the best as the water 
gushes out more quickly.  Fill these with water before the leave home.  The number 
required will depend on a variety of things; how hot the horse gets when working, the 
weather and the speed you are working at. Depending on the length of the ride, two or 
three or four 25lt water containers will be needed, these should be filled with water at 
home. The longer the ride distance, the more containers and sloshes, you will need.  
However, if you have a funnel you can refill the sloshes.  Most rides do have water 
available but it is always helpful to come prepared and ready in case you don’t have time 
to fill your containers or there is a queue for the tap. 

 A bucket with a handle to pour water into for your horse to drink out of (if you can get one 
with a lid, even better).  Your horse might prefer sugar-beet water some times, or plain 
water at other times, so you could take two with you. Equally important are supplies for 
your rider.  Take a few bottles of water for them to drink as they go along, or Lucozade or 
other energy drink if they prefer.  Jelly babies and bananas are also welcome to give a 
bit of energy along the way, or bite sized pieces of flapjack. It is also sensible to carry a 
small first aid kit in the car for minor cuts etc for horse or rider. 

 You will also need some method of checking your horse’s heart rate before you go in to 
be vetted at the end of the ride.  This could be a heart-rate monitor, stethoscope, or you 
can even check the visible pulse on the horse’s neck or throat and count the beats 
yourself.  You will need a watch with a second hand to do this.    

 As you may be out for a while crewing, make sure your car is full of fuel before you even 
set off from home, and equip yourself with some supplies too.  Crewing is a great way to 
meet other people and watch what is going on, and a good way to make friends.  
However, sometimes you might find yourself on your own at a crew site, so take a book 
or a magazine to fill the time.  A flask of coffee or tea is also a good idea when the 
weather is cold, and a picnic lunch and snacks to keep you occupied.  If it’s a sunny day 
and you have room you could put a folding chair in your boot so you can sit and watch 
the other horses go by and observe what goes on – remember your sun cream!  But if 
there are other people crewing, do try to talk to them and see how they do things, it’s the 
best way to learn and pick up tips.  Endurance folk are a very friendly bunch and always 
happy to pass on hints and tips. 

 If you are crewing on your own it is helpful to look at the map and work out where you 
are going to be crewing.  Sometimes you will be in quite remote countryside with not 
many road signs, so you could write yourself some brief directions from crew point to 
crew point and back to the venue. It’s quite hard to read a map whilst driving safely 
somewhere you aren’t familiar with and don’t rely solely on satnav in remote areas.   



 Some rides have designated crew sites and others have areas where you are forbidden 
to crew – so make sure you read your ride information and check the ride notice board 
for any changes or further information on crewing.   
Your rider can be disqualified if you crew in an unauthorised area.   

 You should agree in advance how many crew stops your riders wants  – for 32km and 
40km rides it is usually two or three.  If your rider is new it is reassuring to them to know 
they will see a familiar face soon, who can help out if they have lost a shoe, got a blister, 
too warm etc.  
 

During the Ride 
 Make sure your mobile phone is on! 
 Choose your parking spot sensibly and carefully on narrow lanes so as to not impede 

other traffic or the riders. Do not follow the car in front as they may be on a different 
route. Ensure your rider can see where you have parked. Sometimes you will have to 
carry the sloshes etc into the forest to meet your rider. 

 Refill any slosh bottles that have been used. 

 You give sloshes to your rider (handle first) when they stop at crew points, the rider 
pours water over the horse’s neck (and back if required) to cool it down. 

 You may need to hold the bucket up to the horse to encourage it to drink, and this is 
where the handles are helpful.  Flexible trugs are useful as they can be used to pour 
water into slosh bottles or back into the containers. 

 Pack everything away and make sure no slosh bottles are left. Drive to your next crew 
spot or back to the Venue. 

 

After the Ride 
 When you get back to the venue, get a couple of buckets of water and sponges ready to 

wash your horse down when it gets back and offer it a drink.   You have 30 minutes from 
the time the horse returns to the timekeeper at the venue until you have to present to the 
vet.  Keep monitoring the horse’s heart-rate, and if it is below 64, you can present.  
However, the lower the heart rate, the better the grade, so don’t rush in too soon.  You 
should know your horse’s resting heart rate so will know when it has got down as far as it 
is likely to.  Keep your horse warm if the weather is really cold and don’t give it any hard 
feed until after you have vetted.  Hay/haylage or grass is fine, and having their heads 
down lowers the heart rate.  If your horse is warm keep pouring water over it to cool it 
and bring the heart rate down, but make sure on a cold day it does not get chilled. This is 
something that you will become more proficient at as you do more rides, and you can 
practice this at home after a long hack to give you an idea how quickly the heart rate 
drops.   

 Once you have vetted you can then relax and make your horse comfortable with some 
food and a rug if it is cold.  This is the time to get something tasty from the catering van 
whilst you wait for paperwork to be completed by the ride officials.  If it is a busy ride 
leave it at least half an hour before going to see if your paperwork is ready and please be 
patient as everybody will be working as fast as possible to get it done.  You can also use 
this time to observe others and chat to people.  Please don’t leave your horse tied up to 
the trailer/box and unattended at any time.  

 Please ensure that when you are ready to go home you pick up any droppings and 
scattered hay/haylage.  Also remember to thank the ride organisers who will have put an 
enormous amount of effort into the day and love to see you leaving with a smile on your 
face.  
 
 
Crewing can be great fun and many families get very involved, the longer the ride 
the more important a good knowledgeable crew. 



 
 


